Electron-microscope observations on cell nuclei in various tissues of a teleost fish: the nucleolus-associated monolayer of chromatin structural units.
Observations on stain uptake by thin sections through condensed interphase chromosomes in cells from epithelial and muscle tissue in kidney and intestine, and also in fibroblasts, show a distribution into DNA-rich and DNA-poor phases similar to that already described in cells from the connective tissue blood. In all the nuclei the nucleolus, when adjacent to the nuclear envelope, is separated from the inner membrane by a monolayer of chromatin structural units, similar to the monolayer enclosed on both sides by nuclear envelope, previously described in a wide variety of organisms. The data provide further support for the hypothesis that the condensed interphase chromosomes in eukaryotes are characterized by essentially similar structural units folded to form similar patterns. This hypothesis, regarding the higher order units, is consistent with data of others which show that histones and DNA fold to form similar repeating subunits in chromatin, irrespective of the base sequence in the DNA and the origin of the histones.